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Abstract1

Several aspects of high vowel devoicing in Tokyo Japanese have been extensively2

studied. One aspect of the phenomenon that remains understudied is the lingual ar-3

ticulation of devoiced vowels, including whether devoiced vowels retain their lingual4

gesture. Shaw & K awahara (2018b) addressed this question using E M A (E lectro-5

Magnetic A rticulography), finding optional but categorical deletion patterns: some6

vowels retained a full lingual target, just like their voiced counterparts, whereas other7

vowels showed trajectories that are best modelled as targetless, i.e., linear interpo-8

lation between the surrounding vowels. E xtending this finding, as well as being9

inspired by various phonetic and phonological considerations, the current study ex-10

plores the hypothesis that this probabilistic deletion of devoiced high vowels may be11

modulated by the identity of the surrounding consonants. A new follow-up E M A -12

based experiment with an extended stimulus set replicates the core finding of Shaw &13

K awahara (2018b) that Japanese devoiced [u] sometimes lacks a tongue body raising14

gesture. The current results moreover show that surrounding consonants do indeed15

affect the probability of tongue dorsum targetlessness. We found that deletion of de-16

voiced vowels is affected by the place of articulation of the preceding consonant, with17

deletion more likely following a coronal fricative than a labial fricative. A dditionally,18

we found that the manner combination of the flanking consonants, fricative-fricative19

vs. fricative-stop also has an effect, at least for some speakers; however, unlike the ef-20

fect of C1 place, the direction of the manner combination effect varies across speakers21

with some deleting more often in fricative-stop environments and others more often22

in fricative-fricative environments.23

1 Introduction24

1.1 General background25

Vowels that are adjacent to voiceless obstruents are sometimes produced without vocal26

fold vibration—i.e. as voiceless—the phenomenon generally referred to as “vowel devoic-27

ing.” This pattern is observed systematically across many genetically-unrelated languages,28

including but not limited to Cheyenne (Rhodes, 1972; Vogel, 2021), French (Smith, 2003),29
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Greek (Dauer, 1980), Korean (Jun et al., 1998), (A ndean) Spanish (Delforge, 2008), Us-30

panteko (Bennett, 2020), U zbek (Sjoberg, 1963), and Turkish (Jannedy, 1995). Tokyo31

Japanese also exhibits such devoicing of high vowels, and Japanese is arguably the best32

studied language in this respect (Fujimoto 2015 for a recent review).33

A general characterization of the high vowel devoicing pattern in Tokyo Japanese is34

that high vowels are devoiced between two voiceless obstruents, as well as after a voice-35

less obstruent and before a pause, although as we will review below, the likelihood of36

devoicing is affected by various other factors, both linguistic and social. Previous studies37

have explored this devoicing process from various perspectives, each bearing upon some38

important issues in phonetic and phonological theory, including how devoicing is imple-39

mented in terms of the laryngeal gesture (Fujimoto et al., 2002; Sawashima, 1971; Yosh-40

ioka, 1981), how the precise environment affects the likelihood of devoicing (Maekawa &41

K ikuchi, 2005; Tsuchida, 1997), its categorical or gradient nature (N ielsen, 2015; Tanner42

et al., 2019), its interaction with lexical pitch accent (Kuriyagawa & Sawashima, 1989;43

Maekawa, 1990; Vance, 1987) and other prosodic properties (K ilbourn-Ceron & Son-44

deregger, 2018), its consequences (or lack thereof) for prosodic reorganization (Kondo,45

1997, 2001; K awahara & Shaw, 2018), its perceptual consequences (Cutler et al., 2009;46

Ogasawara, 2013; Sugito & H irose, 1988; Whang, 2019), its role in child-directed speech47

(Fais et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2014), its acquisition patterns (Imaizumi & Hayashi, 1995;48

Imaizumi et al., 1995) as well as the influence of social factors on this pattern (Imai, 2004;49

Imaizumi et al., 1995). There is no doubt that these studies have revealed important as-50

pects of this devoicing phenomenon in Japanese, and we understand its nature much better51

than 50 years ago.52

However, despite the accumulation of studies on vowel devoicing, one aspect that is53

heavily under-addressed regarding the pattern of high vowel devoicing in Japanese—and54

any other languages that exhibit vowel devoicing, for that matter—is the question of how55

the lingual gesture is implemented for the devoiced vowels. This issue is related to the56

question of whether these devoiced vowels are phonologically deleted or not; if the high57

vowels are phonologically deleted, then we would expect them to lack any lingual gesture.58

If the process at issue is phonologically devoicing rather than deletion, on the other hand,59

we may expect that their lingual gestures are retained. Vance (2008), which is the most60
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recent and updated textbook on Japanese phonetics and phonology, indicates that this issue61

is not settled. The current paper reports an experiment that addresses this issue by analyz-62

ing articulatory kinematics via E lectromagnetic A rticulography. This paper moreover tests63

a new, specific hypothesis that deletion probability may be modulated by the surrounding64

consonantal environment. We will start with the overview of the relevant literature on this65

topic, which leads us to examine this specific hypothesis.66

1.2 Are devoiced vowels in Japanese deleted?67

Since devoiced vowels lack a periodic energy source, it is difficult, if not entirely impossi-68

ble, to infer from their acoustic profiles alone whether devoiced vowels retain their lingual69

gestures or not. There are some studies which addressed this question via impressionistic70

observations. K awakami (1977) argues that vowels delete completely in some environ-71

ments but not others, but he offers no experimental evidence for this claim. Vance (1987)72

examines the hypothesis that devoiced high vowels in Japanese are entirely deleted but73

ultimately rejects this hypothesis. Kondo (1997, 2001) argues that devoiced high vowels74

are deleted based on a phonological consideration: vowel devoicing in consecutive sylla-75

bles is often inhibited (though see N ielsen 2015), and Kondo (1997, 2001) attributes this76

observation to a constraint against triconsonantal clusters. The underlying assumption of77

this analysis is that devoiced vowels are deleted, resulting in consonant clusters.78

On the other hand, Tsuchida (1997) and K awahara (2015) point out that devoiced79

vowels count toward a bimoraic requirement in foot-based morphophonological truncation80

patterns (Poser, 1990), arguing that these vowels do not delete phonologically. L ike these81

two authors, H irayama (2009) demonstrates that devoiced vowels behave just like voiced82

vowels in the Japanese haiku poetry pattern, which is mora-based (Vance, 1987).83

In line with this view, Jun and her colleagues advanced an explanation of high vowel84

devoicing (in Korean) in terms of “gestural overlap” (Browman & Goldstein, 1992a), ac-85

cording to which the articulatory gesture of high vowels is overlapped in time by the86

laryngeal glottal abduction gesture of surrounding consonants (Jun & Beckman, 1993; Jun87

et al., 1998). In this gestural overlap view, Japanese phonology does not delete the de-88

voiced high vowels; the high vowels are merely rendered inaudible because of the glottal89
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abduction gesture that coincides in time with the vocalic gesture. This is analogous to the90

famous case of English perfect memory, in which the word-final [t] in perfect can be made91

inaudible due to gestural overlap with the following [m], even when the [t]’s tongue tip92

gesture remains intact (Browman & Goldstein, 1992a). Similar to this case in English, it93

is conceivable that lingual gestures of devoiced high vowels are present, but are merely94

rendered inaudible because of the overlapping glottal abduction gesture. In this gestural-95

overlap scenario, it is also possible that lingual gestures are reduced, rather than remaining96

completely intact, assuming speakers invest less articulatory energy into sounds that are97

difficult to perceive and hence may not contribute much to lexical retrieval (e.g. Hall et al.98

2018; Jaeger & Buz 2018).99

Recently we have witnessed a rise of studies addressing this question—whether de-100

voiced high vowels are deleted or not—using instrumental techniques. Beckman and her101

colleagues, based on the inspection of spectrograms, argue that devoiced vowels are phys-102

ically not present (Beckman, 1982; Beckman & Shoji, 1984), suggesting that the pattern103

should be characterized as deletion, although they also suggest that it may make sense to104

characterize the pattern as devoicing, not deletion, from the psycholinguistic perspective;105

i.e. Japanese speakers feel that “vowels are there” even when they are actually deleted106

(cf. Dupoux et al. 1999, 2011; Whang 2019). This is possibly because of coarticulatory107

influences of vowels on flanking consonants that remain even when typical acoustic cues108

to the vowel are absent. It is known, for example, that consonant identity influences vowel109

quality in perceptual epenthesis (Durvasula et al., 2018; K ilpatrick et al., 2020).110

Faber & Vance (2010) offer some acoustic evidence for the hypothesis that vowel de-111

voicing is best characterized as gestural overlap of laryngeal gestures in Japanese (Jun &112

Beckman, 1993; Jun et al., 1998). Jannedy (1995) and Bennett (2020) entertain a similar113

hypothesis for devoiced vowels in Turkish and Uspanteko, respectively. Whang (2018)114

measured C O G during devoiced vowels in Japanese and argues that some devoiced vow-115

els in Japanese are in fact deleted, while others are not. More specifically, Whang (2018)116

argues that deletion is more likely in the environment where the quality of those vowels117

can be recovered from surrounding consonants; e.g. after [F], only [u]1 is possible, while118

1 Here and throughout the paper, we use the IPA symbol [u] to denote the high non-front vowel in
Japanese. The exact phonetic nature of this vowel, as well as how to transcribe it, is a contentious issue
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after [S] both [u] and [i] are possible (see also Whang 2019).119

However, generally speaking, there are limits on how much we can conclude about the120

articulatory gestures from their resulting acoustic signals (see e.g. Browman & Goldstein121

1989; Guenther et al. 1999; Munson et al. 2010; Perkell et al. 1993). It is thus impor-122

tant that we address the nature of the lingual gesture of devoiced high vowels through123

observation of articulatory movement. To that end, Matsui (2017) used EPG (E lectro124

PalatoGraphy) to examine the linguo-palatal contact pattern of devoiced syllable [su
⌃

], and125

showed that the pattern remains very constant across the syllable; i.e. there does not seem126

to be a clear change in the linguo-palatal contact pattern from [s] to [u
⌃

], implying that127

the lingual gesture of the devoiced [u
⌃

] is absent. Nakamura (2003) on the other hand re-128

ports that vestiges of lingual gestures of devoiced vowels can be found in his EPG data.129

A lthough these two results, which seem to conflict with each other, are telling, there are130

limits on how much we can conclude about tongue body movement—primary correlates131

of vowel gestures (Browman & Goldstein, 1992b; Johnson et al., 1993)—from EPG data132

in general, since EPG only registers contact with the palate. Funatsu & Fujimoto (2011)133

used E lectroMagnetic M idsagittal A rticulography (E M M A ) to study articulatory gestures134

of devoiced [i], showing that the articulatory gesture of [i] is comparable between voiced135

[i] and devoiced [i
⌃

]. This study however used one speaker and one pair of items (/kide/136

vs. /kite/) with four repetitions, and offers no quantitative comparisons between the two137

voicing conditions.138

The most extensive study on this topic—the presence/absence of lingual gestures of139

devoiced vowels in Japanese—to date is that of Shaw & K awahara (2018b), who used140

E M A (E lectroMagnetic A rticulography) to study the articulatory nature of devoiced [u
⌃

]s141

of six naive speakers of Tokyo Japanese, and the current paper can be considered as a142

direct follow-up of Shaw & K awahara (2018b).143

Shaw & K awahara (2018b) analyzed four dyads to compare the articulatory trajectories144

of C V C sequences, in which one member of each dyad contains a voiced vowel and the145

other a devoiced vowel. The four dyads were: (1) [Fu
⌃

soku] vs. [Fuzoku], (2) [Su
⌃

taisee] vs.146

even in the contemporary literature (Vance, 2008). We will return to this issue in the method section (x3:2),
where we justify our choice of phonetic parameters used to assess the deletion of this vowel.
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[Sudaika], (3) [katsu
⌃

toki] vs. [katsudoo] and (4) [masu
⌃

taa] vs. [masuda].2 Their strategy,147

reviewed in further detail below in x3.2, is to compare the articulatory trajectory of [Cu
⌃

C]148

with respect to that of [CuC] and [C ; C], the latter of which is characterized by linear149

interpolation between the surrounding vowels (Choi, 1995; Cohn, 1993; Keating, 1988;150

Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988). Their conclusion in a nutshell is that some productions151

contain no articulatory target, while others show lingual targets that are no different from152

voiced vowels; i.e. they found a pattern of optional but categorical deletion. Moreover,153

they found some variation with respect to how often each item showed devoiced vowels154

without lingual targets: devoiced vowels were more likely to be targetless between [S] and155

[t] ([Su
⌃

taisee]) than between [F] and [s] ([Fu
⌃

soku]). This asymmetry was consistent across156

the speakers (see also discussion in x3.2).157

A n intriguing hypothesis that emerges from this result is that vowel deletion probability158

may be systematically modulated via surrounding consonant environments—Japanese [u
⌃

]s159

may be more likely to lack a lingual gesture between a fricative and a stop than between160

two fricatives. We expand in the next subsection why this is an interesting and plausible161

hypothesis to entertain, although we also note at this point that the results by Shaw &162

K awahara (2018b) are based on just one dyad per each phonological condition.163

1.3 The current hypothesis164

The general hypothesis pursued in this study is that the probability of [u
⌃

] lacking its lingual165

gesture—which we equate with the probability of phonological deletion for the sake of166

exposition here (see Shaw & K awahara 2018b)—is modulated by surrounding consonantal167

environment. A more specific hypothesis is that [u
⌃

]s are more likely to be phonologically168

deleted when surrounded by a fricative and a stop than when surrounded by two fricatives.169

A s mentioned above, one reason to entertain this hypothesis is the results reported by Shaw170

& K awahara (2018b), who show that targetless [u
⌃

]s were more likely in [Su
⌃

taisee] than in171

[Fu
⌃

soku]. However, it is hard to know whether or not their findings are generalizable to172

other items with similar phonological properties, because their results are based on one173

2 G losses: (1) shortage vs. attachment, (2) subjectivity vs. theme song, (3) when winning vs. activity and
(4) master vs. PE RSO N A L N A M E.
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dyad per each phonological condition.174

Nevertheless, this hypothesis dovetails with an observation by Starr & Shih (2017),175

who found that devoiced vowels are often skipped in the text-setting of Japanese songs,176

and this is especially so when they are surrounded by a fricative and a stop. Their observa-177

tion may suggest that Japanese composers are sensitive to the higher likelihood of vowel178

deletion in this environment. The higher likelihood of deletion after a fricative and be-179

fore a stop is also compatible with the general cross-linguistic observation about prosodic180

wellformedness, namely, syllable contact laws (Murray & Vennemann, 1983; Vennemann,181

1988)—languages generally prefer sonority fall to sonority plateau/rise across a syllable182

boundary. To the extent that Japanese is also sensitive to such prosodic wellformed-183

ness conditions (cf. Berent et al. 2007, 2008), we may expect Japanese high vowels to184

delete more often in the environment which would result in a fricative-stop cluster than185

a fricative-fricative cluster. To view it from the opposite perspective, if it can be shown186

that Japanese speakers delete high vowels in accordance with syllable contact law, it may187

imply that speakers of Japanese, generally considered to be a “ C V-language” disallowing188

hetero-organic consonant clusters, are sensitive to wellformedness conditions on conso-189

nant clusters (see Berent et al. 2007, 2008 for related ideas), possibly because they can190

extrapolate sonority-based patterns from limited data (Daland et al., 2011).191

There are other reasons to entertain the current hypothesis. Previous studies have192

shown that devoicing (not necessarily deletion) is more likely between a fricative and a193

stop than between two fricatives (see e.g. Fujimoto 2015; H irayama 2009; Maekawa &194

K ikuchi 2005; Martin et al. 2014; Tsuchida 1997). Let us suppose that devoicing and195

deletion are on the same “reduction continuum” .3 Then, everything else being equal, we196

may expect deletion to be more likely in the environment where devoicing is more likely197

in the first place. This leads us to expect that deletion is more likely between a fricative198

and a stop, because devoicing is more likely in this environment.199

A recent acoustic study by Whang et al. (2020) suggests that devoicing and deletion200

3 In K agoshima Japanese, word-final high vowels—those that are devoiced—undergo phonological dele-
tion, which feeds other phonological changes of consonants in the word-final syllables (Haraguchi, 1984;
K aneko & K awahara, 2002; K ibe, 2001). It seems natural to consider deletion as the extreme end of the
reduction continuum, and that devoicing is one step in the continuum before deletion (see Haraguchi 1984;
McCarthy 2008; Tsuchida 1997).
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may both be characterized as enhancement strategies of the larynx abduction gesture. Fu-201

jimoto et al. (2002) as well as Sawashima (1971) show that devoiced vowels in Japanese202

involve an active abduction gesture, and thus there is a sense in which speakers are ac-203

tively signalling “voicelessness.” A ccording to Whang et al. (2020), vowel devoicing in204

fact raises C O G of the aperidoc energy of surrounding obstruents, possibly due to wider205

glottal aperture and increased airflow, and deletion of the tongue dorsum raising gesture206

for [u] further raises that C O G. This hypothesis too leads us to expect that devoicing and207

deletion should work in tandem with each other, as deletion can enhance the auditory cue208

to devoicing. To the degree that devoicing is more likely after a fricative and before a stop209

than between two fricatives (see above), deletion may show the same probabilistic pattern.210

A ll of these considerations—prosodic wellformedness, reduction, enhancement of devoicing—211

converge on the same prediction: deletion should be more likely when it results in a212

fricative-stop sequence than when it results in a fricative-fricative sequence. E xisting ev-213

idence from Shaw & K awahara (2018b) is consistent with this conclusion; however, the214

evidence to date is rather thin.215

To recap, the current experiment was set out to examine the general hypothesis that216

vowel deletion probability is modulated by surrounding consonants. The more specific217

hypothesis is that deletion is most likely between a fricative and a stop, and less likely be-218

tween two fricatives. The experiment also serves as an attempt to replicated the basic find-219

ings of Shaw & K awahara (2018b)—devoiced [u
⌃

]s in Japanese are optionally deleted—220

with a much extended set of stimuli.221

2 Experimental methods222

The current experiment measured and analyzed the tongue dorsum trajectories of devoiced223

[u
⌃

], using E M A (E lectro Magnetic A rticulatograph). Most of the experimental details fol-224

low those of Shaw & K awahara (2018b). One distinct characteristic of this approach that225

we would like to highlight at this stage is that it assesses the presence of an articulatory226

target on a token-by-token basis, rather than analyzing averaged contours. This strategy is227

important because analyzing averaged contours cannot distinguish two different phonolog-228

ical hypotheses: reduction vs. optional deletion (Cohn, 2006; K awahara et al., to appear;229
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Shaw & K awahara, 2018a). L ingual gestures of devoiced vowels, even when not phono-230

logically deleted, are conceivably reduced in magnitude, since the vowel gestures are not231

as audible due to devoicing and do not contribute much to lexical access anyway (e.g. Hall232

et al. 2018; Jaeger & Buz 2018; see also L indblom 1990). Interpreting any difference233

between voiced vowels and devoiced vowels as deletion would therefore be hasty.234

On the other hand, as Shaw & K awahara (2018b) found, devoiced vowels can retain235

their full lingual gestures, showing comparable movement trajectories to voiced vowels,236

but they can also sometimes be deleted. Averaging over cases of full targets and cases of237

categorical deletion can lead to an erroneous conclusion that the overall pattern supports238

the reduction hypothesis (Cohn, 2006).239

This specific problem can be illustrated by a comparison of two recent studies. K awa-240

hara et al. (to appear) developed a token-by-token analysis of the F0 patterns of the dataset241

recorded and analyzed by Ishihara (2011). The averaged-based analysis by the latter con-242

cluded that pitch accent after wh-elements in Japanese is reduced. On the other hand, a243

token-by-token reanalysis by K awahara et al. (to appear) shows that at least some speakers244

show a mixture of full target and deletion. This comparison shows that when both deletion245

and reduction are theoretically-justifiable hypotheses, it is important that we distinguish246

between them through a token-by-token analysis.247

In addition to avoiding this general problem of resorting to average-based analyses,248

the current analysis has a virtue of analyzing the entire articulatory trajectories; in the249

current analysis, no aspects of speech signals wihtin the analysis window are given special250

status, eschewing the potential danger of missing important aspects of dynamic speech251

(Cho, 2016; Mücke et al., 2014; Vatikiotis-Bateson et al., 2014).252

2.1 Participants253

Seven native speakers of Tokyo Japanese (4 male) participated in the current experiment.254

They were all born in Tokyo, lived there at the time of their participation in the study, and255

had spent no more than 3 months outside of the Tokyo region. Procedures were explained256

to participants in Japanese by a research assistant, who was also a native speaker of Tokyo257

Japanese. A ll participants were naive to the purpose of the experiment. Participants were258
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compensated for their time and local travel expenses. Data from one speaker had to be259

excluded, because we were unable to record as many repetitions as other speakers. This260

speaker was originally coded as Speaker 6; their data is not discussed further below. No261

speakers who participated in Shaw & K awahara (2018b) participated in this study, since262

one of the aims was to examine whether the results of Shaw & K awahara (2018b) can be263

generalized to other speakers.264

2.2 Stimuli265

Following Shaw & K awahara (2018b), the major target of our analysis is tongue dorsum266

height in the trajectory of V 1 C1 V 2 C2 V 3 sequence, in which V 2 represents the devoiced267

vowels in question—justification of this analytical choice is offered below in x3.2. The268

primary question is whether we would observe a clear rise in tongue dorsum height from269

V 1 to V 2 and a fall from V 2 to V 3. V 3 was therefore always a non-high vowel in our270

stimuli. The target vowels (V 2 =[u]s) were always word-initial, and V 1 was the last vowel271

of the preceding word in the frame sentence, [e].272

A t the time of stimulus design, four conditions were included in order to thoroughly273

explore the effects of surrounding consonant types: fricative-stop (FS), fricative-fricative274

(F F), stop-stop (SS), and stop-fricative (SF), consisting of 18 dyads shown in Table 1. A ll275

the stimuli were existing words in Japanese, where the members on the left were expected276

to undergo devoicing. Each dyad constituted near minimal pairs, in which one member277

contained C1 V C2 sequence where both consonants are voiceless and the other member278

contained a minimally different C1 V C2 sequence in which C2 is voiced, hence V is not279

expected to devoice.280
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Table 1: The list of stimuli recorded in the E M A experiment. S=Stop; F = Fricative. See
footnote 5 for glosses. A ccent is shown by a following aphostrophy.

FS F F
/Futon/ vs. /Fudou/ /Fusoku/ vs. /Fuzoku/
/Futan/ vs. /Fu’dan/ /Fusai/ vs. /Fuzai/
/Futa/ vs. /Fuda/ /Fusagaru/ vs. /Fuzake’ru/
/Sutaisei/ vs. /Suda’ ika/ /Susai/ vs. /Suzai/
/Sutou/ vs. /Sudou/ /Su’sa/ vs. /Su’zan/
/Sutokou/ vs. /Sudo’uken/ /Su’so/ vs. /Suzou/
SS SF
/kutakuta/ vs. /kudaranu/ /kusami/ vs. /kuzai/
/kutaba’ru/ vs. /kudasa’ru/ /kusari/ vs. /kuzawa/
/kutanijaki/ vs. /kuda’nSita/ /kusaka’ri/ vs. /kuzakitSo/

Choosing existing words with the appropriate segmental compositions did not en-281

able us to control for accentedness within each pair. For example, /Futan/ is unaccented,282

whereas /Fu’dan/ is accented on the initial syllable. However, Tsuchida (1997) and Martin283

et al. (2014) show that accent placement has little effect on devoicing patterns among con-284

temporary speakers of Japanese. Durational differences between accented and unaccented285

syllables are minimal in Japanese (Beckman, 1986), which if substantial, may affect de-286

voicability/deletablity. For these reasons, we judged this difference to be non-crucial.4
287

The current study focused on [u] instead of examining both [u] and [i], both of which288

are known to devoice. This is partly because the current study is a direct follow-up of Shaw289

& K awahara (2018b), who also examined only [u], and also because we needed enough290

repetitions to execute the computational analysis that was planned (see x3.2 for details).291

E xamining the lingual gesture of devoiced [i] warrants a new set of studies.292

A fter the recording, we came to the conclusion that the conditions in which C1 is a stop293

4Shaw & K awahara (2018b) did not perfectly control for accent between two members within a dyad ei-
ther, although in their design, [u] is either accented or unaccented within each dyad, i.e. no direct comparison
was made between accented [u] and unaccented [u].
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(=the SS and SF conditions) could not be reliably analyzed for the following reason. A t294

the time of stimulus design, we decided that C1 had to be [k], because [p] is not allowed in295

the native vocabulary (Ito & Mester, 1995), and [t] is affricated before high vowels (Vance,296

2008). However, since we were interested in the tongue dorsum height of (devoiced) [u],297

it was not possible to objectively discern control of tongue dorsum height associated with298

[k] from tongue dorsum height associated with [u]. For this reasons, this paper focuses on299

the comparison between FS condition and the F F condition.5
300

2.3 Procedure301

Each participant produced 14-15 repetitions of the 36 target words in the carrier phrase:302

“okkee X to itte” (O k, say X ), where X is a stimulus word. Participants were instructed to303

speak as if they were making a request of a friend. This was to ensure that the speakers did304

not speak too formally or too slowly, which may inhibit vowel devoicing in the first place.305

This resulted in a corpus of 3,204 tokens (14 or 15 repetitions ⇥ 36 words ⇥ 6 speak-306

ers). Words were presented in Japanese script (composed of hiragana, katakana and kanji307

characters as required for natural presentation) and fully randomized.308

2.4 Equipment309

We used an N D I Wave E lectroMagnetic A rticulograph system sampling at 100 H z to cap-310

ture articulatory movement. N D I wave 5DoF sensors (receiver coils) were attached to311

three locations on the sagittal midline of the tongue, and on the lips, jaw (below the lower312

incisor), nasion and left/right mastoids. The most anterior sensor on the tongue, henceforth313

T T, was attached less than one cm from the tongue tip (see F igure 1). The most posterior314

sensor, henceforth T D, was attached as far back as was comfortable for the participant. A315

third sensor, henceforth T B, was placed on the tongue body roughly equidistant between316

the T T and T D sensors. Sensors were attached with attached with a combination of sur-317

5 The glosses for the items that were analyzed are as follows. F F: blanket vs. not moving, burden vs. usual,
top vs. amulet, subjectivity vs. main theme, F O O D N A M E vs. hand-moving, Tokyo H ighway vs. lead; FS:
shortage vs. attachment, debt vs. absence, filled vs. joke, organize vs. research, chair vs. abacus, main claim
vs. sake-making.
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gical glue and ketac dental adhesive. A coustic data were recorded simultaneously at 22318

K H z with a Schoeps M K 41S supercardioid microphone (with Schoeps C M C 6 Ug power319

module).320

F igure 1: Illustration of the sensor placement (reproduced from Shaw & K awahara 2018b).

2.5 Stimulus display321

Words were displayed on a monitor positioned 25cm outside of the N D I Wave magnetic322

field. Stimulus display was controlled manually using an Eprime script. This setup allowed323

for online monitoring of hesitations, mispronunciations and disfluencies. These were rare,324

but when they occurred, items were marked for repeated presentation by the experimenter.325

These items were then re-inserted into the random presentation of remaining items. This326

method ensured that we recorded at least 14 fluent tokens of each target item.327

2.6 Post-processing328

Following the main recording session, we also recorded the bite plane of each participant329

by having them hold a rigid object, with three 5DoF sensors attached to it, between their330

teeth. Head movements were corrected computationally after data collection with refer-331

ence to three sensors on the head, the left/right mastoid and nasion sensors, and the three332

sensors on the bite plane. The head corrected data was rotated so that the origin of the333

spatial coordinates corresponds to the occlusal plane at the front teeth.334
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3 Data analysis335

3.1 Data processing336

The wav files recorded in the experiment were submitted to forced alignment, using FAV E.6
337

Textgrids from forced alignment were hand-corrected and, during this process, the target338

vowels were coded for voicing. Most vowels in devoicing environments were in fact de-339

voiced, as evident from visual inspection of the spectrogram and waveform. However,340

some tokens in the devoicing environment exceptionally retained clear signs of glottal341

vibration. These vowels were coded as voiced, and excluded from the following computa-342

tional analysis. The supplementary materials, available at D O I 10.17605/OSF.IO/PG RV Z,343

provide example spectrograms of voiced and devoiced tokens and a list of all exclusions.344

A rticulatory data corresponding to each token were extracted based on the textgrids.345

The data were smoothed using the robust smoothing algorithm (Garcia, 2010) and, sub-346

sequently, visualized in M V IE W, a Matlab-based program to analyze articulatory data347

(Tiede, 2005). Within M V IE W, the consonant gestures flanking the target vowel were348

parsed using the f i n d g e s t algorithm. F i n d g e s t identifies gestures semi-automatically349

based upon the velocity signal in the movement toward and away from gestural targets. A n350

illustrative example is provided in F igure 2. The consonant gestures were used to define351

a temporal interval for further analysis.7 Tokens with missing data in the target interval352

were excluded from further analysis. Some tokens had velocity peaks that were not large353

enough to clearly parse out movement related to the consonants. If a token was missing a354

gesture parse for either consonant, it was excluded from further analysis. A total of 239355

tokens were excluded for this reason. The resulting data set consisted of 2,431 tokens for356

analysis, which had clearly distinguishable consonantal gestures flanking the target vowel.357

6 h t t p s : / / g i t h u b . c om / J o F r hw l d / F AVE / w i k i / Us i n g - F AVE - a l i g n
7 The onset of movement of the consonants occurs at a similar time as the maximum tongue height of

the preceding vowel. We choose to define the temporal interval for analysis based on the onset of consonant
movement instead of,e.g., the maximum T D height in the vicinity of the consonant, primarily because the
results presented here are situated in a bigger project which includes also how the reduction/deletion of
vowels influences the coordination of flanking consonants.
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F igure 2: A sample articulatory trajectory and how the articulatory landmarks were iden-
tified using f i n d g e s t .

3.2 Computational analyses358

The temporal interval spanning from the onset of movement of C1, the consonant preced-359

ing the target vowel, and the offset of movement of C2, the consonant following the target360

vowel, was subjected to further analysis. To address the question of whether devoiced [u
⌃

]361

has an articulatory target, we focused on tongue height, instead of tongue retraction or362

lip gestures, both of which have been questioned as reliable articulatory correlates of this363

vowel in contemporary Japanese (Isomura, 2009; Nogita et al., 2013; Shaw & K awahara,364

2018a; Vance, 2008). L ike Shaw & K awahara (2018b), the analysis focused on the move-365

ments of the T D sensor (see F igure 1), the most posterior sensor on the tongue, which366

is typically used to detect vowel gestures (Browman & Goldstein, 1992b; Johnson et al.,367

1993).368

F igure 3 shows sample trajectories of a voiced vowel (left), a devoiced vowel with369

a clear tongue dorsum raising during [u] (middle), and a devoiced vowel without a very370

clear movement in terms of tongue dorsum height (right). The top panels show the audio371
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signal. The second panels from the top show tongue dorsum articulatory trajectories,372

which are the primary target of our analyses. For reference the third and fourth panels373

show trajectories related to the flanking consonants. The token in the right panel does not374

appear to have a clear tongue dorsum raising gesture during [u
⌃

], whereas the [u
⌃

] token375

in the middle panel does seem to have a clear raising gesture. The challenge is to go376

beyond such impressionistic classifications and to establish an objective method to classify377

whether devoiced vowels show a tongue dorsum raising gesture or not.378

F igure 3: Sample E M A trajectories. The top panels show audio signals. The second panels
show the tongue dorsum movement. The dotted red line is a linear interpolation from the
preceding vowel to the following vowel.

To do so, we applied the approach described and motivated in detail in Shaw & K awa-379

hara (2018a,b), schematically illustrated in F igure 4. This computational methodology380

was developed to assess the presence/absence of a lingual vowel target of devoiced vowels381

in articulatory trajectories. The approach is general enough that it has been extended to382

other types of continuous phonetic data, including nasal reduction in Ende (Brickhouse &383

L indsey, 2020), pitch accent eradication in Japanese (K awahara et al., to appear), and tone384

reduction in Mandarin Chinese (Zhang et al., 2019).385
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F igure 4: Summary of simulation and classification procedure developped and defended
in Shaw & K awahara (2018b).

The target interval spans from the preceding vowel to the following vowel (see the386

left upper panel of F igure 4). For example, for the word [Fuzoku], the analysis window387

starts from [e] in the carrier sentence and includes the main target C V C ([Fuz]) and the388

following vowel [o]. The question of interest is whether given the vowel sequence [e]-[u]-389

[o], we would observe a tongue dorsum raising gesture, when [u] is devoiced. When [u]’s390

tongue dorsum gesture is undoubtedly present, as in the case for voiced [u], we should391

observe a clear raising gesture (the left panel of F igure 3). On the other hand, if the vowel392

gesture is deleted, we expect articulatory trajectories that interpolate between [e] and [o]393

(represented as a green straight line in the right upper panel of F igure 4). Since articulatory394

movements, as behavioral data more generally, are always noisy actuations of intentions,395

the challenge is to develop an objective method with which we can assess whether each396
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articulatory contour of a devoiced [u
⌃

] is better characterized as target-present or target-397

absent (the upper right box in F igure 4). The computational toolkit developed by Shaw &398

K awahara (2018a,b) allows us to address this question on a token-by-token basis.399

The first step in this computational method is to analyze the articulatory trajectories400

in a low-dimensional space, by making use of D iscrete Cosine Transform (D C T) (e.g.401

Jain 1989). Through D C T, a signal is transformed into the sum of cosine components of402

gradually increasing frequency. This transformation is similar to Fourier transform in that403

timeseries data—here, the articulatory trajectory—is represented in frequency space, i.e.,404

as cosines of varying frequency and magnitude. Unlike Fourier transform, D C T uses only405

cosines instead of a combination of sines and cosines and there is no imaginary compo-406

nent. A dditionally, D C T has compression properties (Jain, 1989), like Principal Compo-407

nent A nalysis (PC A )—the articulatory trajectory within the analysis window can often be408

represented with a small number of D C T components. Because speech articulators are409

relatively slow, high frequency components are not needed to represent their controlled410

movement, a point which we demonstrate below.411

The numerical expression of D C T is provided in Equations (1) and (2): n is the po-412

sitional signal, L is the length of the window (in samples), k is the number of the D C T413

coefficient, which ranges from 1 to L , y is the magnitude of each coefficient, and w is a414

weight. D C T coefficients can be positive or negative and their absolute value represents415

the magnitude of their contribution to spatial modulation of the signal. For the first D C T416

coefficient, the numerator in the scope of the cosine is zero, which means that it equals417

1 for every sample n in the trajectory. These are summed, and when multiplied by the418

relevant weight ( 1p
L

), they yield a quantity that is related to the average of the trajectory419

(if the weight was 1
L , then it would be the average). This first cosine coefficient serves as a420

baseline, c.f. the intercept in a linear regression. A s k increases beyond one, the resulting421

cosines gradually increase in frequency, k = 2 yields a cosine that completes one quarter422

of its cycle within the signal, k = 3, yields a half cycle and so on (see F igure 6). D C T423

produces k = L components, so the number of cosine components depends on the length424

of the signal. However, the magnitude of the higher frequency components may be quite425

small for signals of slow moving articulators.426
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D C T has a known inverse function, iD C T, which can be used to simulate trajectories427

from D C T components (= Equations (3) and (4)).428
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We make use of iD C T to assess how many D C T components are necessary to faith-429

fully represent the actual articulatory trajectories. We do this by fitting D C T components430

to a set of trajectories and then resynthesizing using iD C T with progressively more D C T431

components. In this way, we can observe how increasing the number of D C T components432

improves the precision of the representation. F igure 5 shows representative results, from433

one speaker and one item ([Sutokou] produced by Speaker 7). The improvement from 1434

D C T component to 2 is substantial, as is the improvement from the 2 components to 3435

components. With four components the correlation between the raw trajectories and the436

iD C T-simulated trajectories reaches r = 0:99. In our case, only a small number of D C T437
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components (3 or 4) are required to faithfully represent articulatory trajectories over the438

target V C V C V window. This result is similar to past studies, which have modelled tra-439

jectories of similar duration and linguistic complexity using either 3 (Shaw & K awahara,440

2018a) or 4 (Shaw & K awahara, 2018b; K awahara et al., to appear) components.441
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F igure 5: The increase in Pearson coefficients between the number of D C T components
and the correlation between actual trajectories and simulated trajectories.

We can also use iD C T to illustrate how each D C T component contributes to the rep-442

resentation of the articulatory trajectory. The top panel of F igure 6 shows the average443

articulatory trajectories for each item of the dyad, [Sutokoo] (left) vs. [Sudooken] (right).444
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F igure 6: A sample comparison between the four D C T components of articulatory tra-
jectories of devoiced and voiced tokens (averaged). The top panel shows the signal, with
the ’x ’ marking the average height at the begining and end of the trajectories and the line
between the ’x ’s indicating linear interpolation.

G iven this dyad, we can observe that the average change in tongue dorsum height over445

time, shown in the top panel, is noticeably different between devoiced and voiced items.446

For the voiced item (right), the tongue dorsum rises in the middle of the trajectory for447

[u]. For the devoiced item, there is less variation in the positional signal over time. For448

reference, the “x”s in the top panel show the average position at the start and end of the449

analysis window. The straight line connecting the x-points is equivalent to a linear inter-450

polation of spatial position across the analysis window. The panels below the trajectory451
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show the contribution of each D C T component to spatial modulation of the signal. The452

duration of the simulated iD C T is based on the average duration of the tokens.453

Comparison across devoiced and voiced items reveals similar modulations for the first454

coefficient (Co1) and the second coefficient (Co2). The main difference is in the third455

(Co3) and fourth (Co4) coefficients. Co3 picks up on the large rise for [u] in the voiced456

case.8 The magnitude of the rise contributed by Co3 is greatly reduced for the devoiced457

item compared to the voiced item. F inally, the fourth D C T coefficient (Co4) is also quite458

different between voiced and devoiced items but it has only a small effect on spatial posi-459

tion overall.460

The next step is to assess whether the devoiced item contains a vowel target or not.461

To do this we set up stochastic generators of our competing hypotheses, which we use for462

Bayesian classification. The “target present” hypothesis is based on the voiced member463

of each dyad. Specifically, since we have multiple repetitions of each item, we can cal-464

culate a distribution over each D C T component. The normal distribution is characterized465

by a mean value and a standard deviation. Thus, the mean and standard deviation of each466

D C T component characterizes a normal probability distribution function. For the “target467

absent” case, we adopt the common assumption that, in the absence of phonological spec-468

ification, the trajectory will interpolate between surrounding targets (Choi, 1995; Cohn,469

1993; Keating, 1988; Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988). We therefore construct prob-470

ability distributions for the “target absent” hypothesis that capture a realistically noisy471

interpolation. For each token of a devoiced item, we fit D C T components to the straight472

line connecting the position at the onset and offset of the analysis window.9 The average of473

these components defines the probability distributions for the “target absent” hypothesis.474

The standard deviation for the distributions is computed from the devoiced trajectories in475

the same manner as for the voiced item. Consequently, the probability distributions that476

characterize the “target absent” hypothesis are defined by linear interpolation (means of477

the distribution) and the variability around each D C T component in the data. A n example478

8 We note however that it is not necessarily the case that each D C T coefficient has to have a meaningful
linguistic interpretation; neither is it the case that we have reasons to believe that Co3 is solely responsible
for representing the tongue dorsum raising gesture of [u].

9See Pierrehumbert (1980) and M yers (1998) for cases of non-linear interpolation. We will reexamine
this analytical choice of ours in x5.3.
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of the resulting distributions is provided in F igure 7. The horizontal axis is the value of479

the coefficient, i.e., y in Equation (1), and the vertical access is probability.480
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F igure 7: Probability distributions for D C T coefficients for the two competing hypotheses.
The “target present” condition is based on the voiced vowels. The “target absent” condition
is based on linear interpolation and the level of variability in the devoiced vowels.

We observe that the distributions for Co1 between the two conditions overlap heavily.481

For Co2, there is a small difference between the “target present” distributions, based on482

voiced vowels, and “target absent” distribution, based on linear interpolation. The largest483
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difference appears to lie in Co3. Naturally, the mean of the “target absent” distribution484

is very close to zero, and the same goes for Co4. This is because there is no rise for the485

straight line fit connecting the positional signal at the onset and offset of the analysis win-486

dow. The “target absent” Co3 distribution is also more variable than the corresponding487

“target absent” distribution—this difference reflects greater variability across devoiced to-488

kens than voiced tokens in whether the trajectory showed a rise characteristic of a vowel489

or not.490

A s the final step of the computational analysis, for each devoiced token, we determined491

the posterior probability of a vowel height target, based on Bayesian classification of the492

tongue dorsum trajectory (= Equation (5)). The posterior probability of the targetless hy-493

pothesis given the set of D C T coefficients (the left term of the Equation) is expressed as494

the prior probability of the targetless hypothesis—always set to be 0.5 in the current analy-495

sis, i.e, a uniform prior—multiplied by the product of the conditional probabilities of each496

D C T coefficient given the targetless hypothesis (i.e. linear interpolation), normalized by497

the denominator term. The classifier was trained on the distributions described above (see498

F igure 7) for voiced tokens, which unambiguously contain a vowel target, and a noisy null499

hypothesis, defined as linear interpolation across the target interval.500

p(T j C o1; :::; C on ) =
p(T ) ⇥

Q n
i = 1 p( C o i jT )Q n

i = 1 p( C o i )
(5)

To summarize, the approach described in this subsection assigns a probability of target501

absence to each token. It does so by considering the probability that the token follows a502

linear interpolation as opposed to the trajectory of voiced vowels.503

4 Results504

F igure 8 shows the posterior probability of target absence for each condition by each505

speaker. The figures are violin plots which show the distribution of posterior probabilities506

of target absence. Points around the high y-axis region are tokens with a high probability507

of target absence, i.e., lingual movements that can be characterized as linear interpolation508

through the devoiced portion of the signal. Those at the bottom of the y-axis are tokens509
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that have a high probability of a vowel target, i.e., lingual articulations that resemble the510

voiced tokens. Those in the middle range are intermediate between target present and511

target absent, indicating a spatially reduced vowel target.512

F igure 8: Posterior “target absent” probability for each condition by speaker.
F F = Fricative-Fricative; FS= Fricative-Stop.

We observe that, as with Shaw & K awahara (2018b), the distribution of posterior prob-513

abilities is bimodal. A cross speakers, there tends to be a large probability mass at the high514

end of the probability scale (e.g., FS items for speaker 2 and speaker 5), at the low end515

of the probability scale (e.g., F F items for speaker 2, all items for speaker 3, FS items516

for speaker 4), or both (e.g., FS items for speaker 1, F F items for speaker 4). In many517

conditions, items skew towards the high and low ends of the scale. This is not to say that518

there are no intermediate items, which we take to be reduced. There are several cases with519

probability mass in the middle range , e.g. the F F condition for Speakers 5 and 7. O verall,520

however, the by-speaker view shows a tendency to either fully retain the lingual gesture521
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or entirely lose it. The one possible exception is F F items for speaker 5, the only plot of522

12 in F igure 8 which does not have the majority of the probability mass at one end of the523

scale. This result replicates the findings by Shaw & K awahara (2018b) with a new set524

of speakers and an expanded set of stimuli. Recall that the study by Shaw & K awahara525

(2018b) examined only four dyads; the current results are based on twelve dyads.526

How the flanking consonants influenced targetless probability varied between speak-527

ers. Speaker 1 showed almost no targetless tokens in the F F condition, but showed some528

targetless tokens in the FS condition. This pattern—more targetlessness in the FS condi-529

tion than in the F F condition—accords well with the prediction laid out in x1.3. Speaker 2530

shows a similar, and perhaps clearer, pattern; this speaker showed rather consistent target-531

present production in the F F condition, but typically deleted tongue dorsum raising gesture532

in the FS condition. The pattern exhibited by Speaker 3 is less clear, but is also consistent533

with the hypothesis presented in x1.3: almost no targetless tokens in the F F condition,534

but greater probability of targetlessness in the FS condition. These three speakers thus535

confirmed the hypothesis that we formulated in x1.3.536

However, not all speakers behaved as we hypothesized. Speaker 5, especially in the537

F F condition, seems to show some tokens whose posterior probabilities are in the middle538

range—those tokens that are neither clearly targetless nor have a full target. Speakers 4 and539

7, especially the latter, showed a pattern that is opposite from what is predicted from the540

considerations discussed in x1.3—more targetless tokens in the F F condition than in the541

FS condition. Thus, looking across the six speakers, we observe speaker-specific variation542

in whether F F or FS environments conditions more deletion of the tongue dorsum raising543

gesture.544

F igure 9 shows the results by item. From this plot we can see some variability across545

items as well. For example, [Fusagaru], the only verb in the item list, shows the lowest546

probability of targetlessness. Many words show fairly sharp bi-modal patterns, with some547

tokens showing high probability of targetlessness and others showing high probability of548

full targets with few intermediate tokens. This bi-modal pattern applies especially clearly549

to [Futa], [Futan], [Futon], [Susa], and [Sutokou]. In contrast, most tokens of [Susai] are550

intermediate, with few extreme probabilities in either direction.551
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F igure 9: Posterior “target absent” probability by item. “f ” and “sh” are used in the figure
in place of [F] and [S], respectively.

To assess the overall results statistically, we fit a series of nested linear mixed effects552

models in (6). The results of model comparisons appear in Table 2. The baseline model,553

m0, was compared to m1; then m2 and m3, which have the same number of parameters,554

were compared to m1. F inally, m4 was compared to m3. The dependent variable was555

the posterior probability of deletion. Since probabilities are bounded dependent variables556

(upper bound of 1; lower bound of 0), we also ran the same models on arcsin-transformed557

probabilities. The same pattern of results came out of both raw and transformed probabil-558

ities. For reasons of space we report results based on the non-transformed probabilities.559

The key fixed effect of interest was the consonant environment, coded as a two level fac-560

tors, F F vs. FS (“ C ond”). Speakers and items were treated as random intercepts.561
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m0 : post ⇠ (1jspeak er ) + (1j i tem) (6)

m1 : post ⇠ (1 + C ondjspeak er ) + (1j i tem)

m2 : post ⇠ C ond + (1 + C ondjspeak er ) + (1j i tem)

m3 : post ⇠ C 1 + (1 + C ondjspeak er ) + (1j i tem)

m4 : post ⇠ C 1 ⇤ C ond + (1 + C ondjspeak er ) + (1j i tem)

Table 2: Summary of model comparisons.
df A IC B IC logL ik deviance � 2 � 2 df p

m0 4 464.7 481.7 -228.3 456.7 – – –
m1 6 402.6 428.1 -195.3 390.6 66.07 2 < :001
m2 7 404.1 433.8 -195.0 390.1 0.53 1 n:s:
m3 7 400.4 430.1 -193.2 386.4 4.25 1 < :05
m4 9 403.7 441.9 -192.8 385.7 4.95 3 n:s:

The baseline model, m0, includes only the random effects. The next model, m1, adds562

a by-speaker random slope for the fixed effect, i.e. surrounding consonants (F F vs. FS) to563

this model. The by-speaker random slope improved the model significantly. This result564

indicates that speakers show different sensitivities to the consonantal environments. A s565

we observed in F igure 8, some speakers (e.g. Speakers 1 and 2) show less deletion in F F566

than FS environments, while others (Speakers 4 and 7) show the opposite pattern.567

Because the effect of consonant environment differs by speaker, the average effect of568

consonantal environment is not predictive. These statistical comparisons support what569

we observed in F igure 8: different speakers are sensitive to consonantal environment in570

different ways.571

We also ran models that included the C1 type ([F] vs. [S]) and the interaction between572

C1 and consonant environment (“ C ond”) as fixed factors. The addition of C1 led to im-573

provement over m1, and was marginally significant within the model (� = 0:098; t =574

2:136; p = 0:055), indicating that deletion probability is slightly higher when C1 is [S]575
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than when C1 is [F]. The interaction between C1 and consonant environment (“ C ond”)576

did not lead to further improvement, indicating that the effect of C1 is not dependent on577

the consonant sequence. Thus, our best fitting model, m3, includes a (“ C ond”) as random578

effect but not as a fixed effect.579

F igure 10 shows the by-speaker random slopes for our best fitting model. The x-axis580

shows the estimate for FS sequences. A s we observed in the violin plots of probabilities581

(= F igure 8), Speakers 1 and 2 have positive estimates, indicating that deletion is more582

likely in FS sequences than in F F sequences. Moreover, the confidence intervals around583

the estimate do not overlap with zero. A dditionally, as we also observed above, Speaker584

7 shows the opposite pattern. This speaker has a negative estimate, which also does not585

overlap with zero, indicating significantly higher probability of targetlessness in F F se-586

quences than in FS sequences. The other speakers have estimates that overlap with zero,587

indicating an effect that is not statistically significant.588

F igure 10: B y-speaker random slopes for the effect of sonority sequencing (= C ond). The
estimate is for the FS condition, relative to F F.
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In summary, consonant environment had a significant impact on deletion probability,589

but the direction of the effect was not uniform across speakers. Some speakers showed590

consistently more deletion in FS, as predicted, others showed more deletion in F F, or no591

effect of consonant context.592

5 Discussion593

5.1 Summary594

The current experiment replicated the core finding of Shaw & K awahara (2018b) with a595

new set of speakers and an extended set of stimuli. The posterior probability of vowel596

presence/absence showed a bimodal distribution for many speakers (see, F igure 8) and597

items (see, F igure 9). One mode was centered on the low end, near zero probability of598

vowel absence. These devoiced vowel tokens were produced with tongue height trajecto-599

ries very similar to voiced vowels. The other mode of the distribution was centered on the600

high end, indicating that the tongue height trajectory resembled our noisy null hypothesis,601

a linear interpolation between flanking vowel targets. These modes of the posterior prob-602

ability distribution represent endpoints on a continuum from a full target to no detectable603

vowel target. A mono-modal distribution centered between 0 and 1 would have provided604

evidence for consistent vowel reduction, i.e., a vowel height target of reduced magnitude.605

A lthough we did also see some tokens with intermediate probabilities, the variation clus-606

tered more around the high and low ends of the scale, a similar pattern reported in Shaw607

& K awahara (2018b).608

The results also revealed some systematic patterns in how the flanking consonants609

influence deletion probability. The design of the study featured conditions contrasting610

devoiced vowels intervening between fricative-fricative (F F) sequences and fricative-stop611

(FS) sequences. The original hypothesis developed in x1.3 is that was that we would612

observe more deletion in FS sequences than in F F sequences. Recall that, to the extent613

that we can conceive of deletion as an extreme instantiation of devoicing, either in terms614

of reduction or enhancement, we would expect targetless tokens to be more likely in the FS615

condition than in the F F condition, because devoicing is more likely in this environment.616
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Syllable contact laws (Murray, 1988; Murray & Vennemann, 1983), if Japanese speakers617

are sensitive to them, also predict this pattern. Our hypothesis was also motivated by an618

empirical observation. Shaw & K awahara (2018b) found that, even though the speakers619

in the study differed substantially in their individual rates of vowel deletion, all speakers620

deleted devoiced vowels more often in [Sutaisei], resulting in a FS consonant sequence,621

than in [Fusoku], resulting in a F F sequence.622

The current study revealed inter-speaker variability with respect to the prediction laid623

out in x1.3: some speakers showed more targetless tokens in the FS condition than in the624

F F condition (Speakers 1 and 2), as we initially hypothesized, and some speakers showed625

the opposite pattern (Speaker 7, and to a less clear extent, Speaker 4).626

Our items in the F F and FS condition both featured two fricatives, [F] and [S]. A l-627

though we did not predict this differences, there was a significant effect of fricative, with628

higher deletion probability following [S] than [F]. Moreover, this effect is significant in629

a group analysis while consonant sequence was only significant as a by-subject random630

slope. Quite possibly, the observed difference in deletion probability between [Sutaisei]631

and [Fusoku] in past work as well is attributable not to the consonant manner sequence,632

F F vs, FS, but to the identity of the initial consonant.633

5.2 Time and target undershoot in DCT representations634

Our approach to analyzing time-varying kinematic data in terms of discrete hypotheses635

makes use of a low parameter stochastic representational space. Time varying signals, in636

this case tongue dorsum height trajectories, are represented as modulations of frequency637

components, using D C T. The D C T coefficients effectively represent the signal with high638

precision but without directly encoding the temporal duration of the trajectories. Instead,639

time is indirectly encoded in the frequencies of the D C T components. The representation640

of time is indirect because it comes in the form of what frequencies are represented in each641

component, which is dependent on the analysis window.642

We represented all trajectories in this study using just four D C T components. Since643

the frequency of the D C T components vary as a function of the length (in samples) of a644

trajectory (see (1)), they have the potential to indirectly encode the duration of the tra-645
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jectory. For example, past work has shown that D C T representations alleviate the need646

to represent temporal duration independently. For example, Watson & Harrington (1999)647

compared several methods of representing time-varying formants, including D C T repre-648

sentations, in a study of A ustralian vowels. They showed that adding vowel duration to649

the representation of A ustralian vowels improved machine classification in many cases.650

When A ustralian vowels were represented by measurements of formants at percentages of651

total vowel duration, vowel duration was needed as an additional factor to reach a high-652

level of classification accuracy. This is because several A ustralian vowel pairs have very653

similar (possibly indistinguishable) vowel quality but differ in duration (Cox & F letcher,654

2017). However, when Watson & Harrington (1999) represented the same vowels with655

D C T components only, vowel duration did not improve classification accuracy. Two D C T656

components fit to the first and second formants were sufficient to classify all 19 A ustralian657

vowels, including vowels differentiated primarily by duration.658

Since D C Ts can represent both the spatial modulation and the temporal duration of a659

signal, we cannot know if one of these dimensions or the other had a dominating influence660

on our classification results. A lthough high vowel devoicing in Tokyo Japanese occurs661

at both fast and slow speech rates (Fujimoto, 2015), we do not know if vowel deletion662

is likewise rate independent. Conceivably, the probability of detecting a vowel move-663

ment decreases at fast rates due to target undershoot (L indblom, 1963; Moon & L indblom,664

1994). To investigate this, we evaluated the correlation between the duration of our target665

intervals, as a measure of local speech rate, and the posterior probability of deletion. F ig-666

ure 11 shows a scatter plot of these two variables. There was a weak negative correlation667

(r = � 0:11; p < :05), indicating that the probability of targetlessness decreases at slower668

speech rates (longer duration).669
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F igure 11: Correlation between speech rate, represented by a Z-scored of target trajectory
duration (x-axis) and the posterior probability of targetless (y-axis).

To further investigate the influence that speech rate might have on our deletion prob-670

ability results, we subsetted the data into relatively short and relatively long tokens. Our671

short-ish tokens were those that were less than one standard deviation from the mean to-672

ken duration; our long-ish tokens were those that were greater than one standard deviation673

from the mean. This subsetting procedure produced 74 tokens (14.4% of the data) for the674

short group and 76 tokens (14.8%) for the long group. We looked at the distribution of675

long and short tokens across speakers and found that all speakers produced some tokens676

that fell into the long group and some that fell into the short group. The mean duration of677

the C V interval in the short group was 228 ms. The mean duration of the C V interval in678
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the long group was 362 ms. F igure 12 compares the posterior probability of deletion for679

the long (slow local speech rate) and short (fast local speech rate) data subsets. Consistent680

with the weak correlation between speech rate and targetlessness across the entire corpus,681

we see a slight increase in targetlessness probability for the short data subset. This is the682

case for both F F and FS consonant manner sequences. Notably, however, a substantial683

number of tokens still show a high probability of targetlessness at slow speech rates. This684

indicates that while increased speech rate may contribute to targetlessness, based on the685

diagnostic methods employed here, there are still tokens that approximate a linear inter-686

polation trajectory even at the slowest speech rates in the data set. This indicates that, like687

high vowel devoicing, vowel deletion, or at least extreme reduction of the tongue dorsum688

height target, also occurs that slow end of natural speech rate variation. This result implies689

that whether or not to retain a tongue dorsum gestures is under speakers’ control, rather690

than an automatic consequence of fast speech.10
691

5.3 Minimal paths for targetless trajectories692

One of the challenges of assessing whether the tongue dorsum height target is completely693

absent or just heavily reduced is that there are no unequivocal F F or FS sequences in694

Japanese that could serve as a baseline for assessing whether pronunciation of /FuF/ and695

/FuS/ deviate enough from these underlying forms to conclude that they are indeed [F F]696

and [FS]. Our approach to this challenge is to simulate tongue dorsum trajectories that697

interpolate between vowels, V 1 and V 2, in /V 1C C V 2/. Our simulations in this paper are698

based on two assumptions: (1) first, movements take the minimal path between targets and699

(2) second, like all biological signals, there will be variability in the movement trajectory.700

We calculated the minimal path as a linear interpolation between vowel targets and we701

modelled variability as random deviations from the minimal path. The magnitude and702

structure of the random deviations are based on the devoiced tokens in our corpus. In this703

way, the variability injected into our simulations has the same item-specific and speaker-704

specific properties of our corpus. The difference between the vowel-absent class, as we705

simulated it, and the devoiced tokens in our corpus, is that the tongue-dorusm trajectory in706

10
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F igure 12: Posterior probablities of the short-ish subset and long-ish subset.

the vowel-absent class is always guided by the minimal distance between V 1 and V 2. The707

degree to which the actual tongue dorsum trajectories in our devoiced tokens also follow a708

realistically noisy actuation of the the minimal distance path or whether they instead move709

towards an elevated tongue dorsum height target for [u] is represented in the results of our710

Bayesian classification. A substantial number of tokens were classified as belonging to the711

minimal distance path.712

Our decision to simulate the vowel-absent tongue dorsum trajectory as taking the path713

of minimal distance between flanking targets is intended to be a theory-neutral decision.714

It is also possible to apply our method of analysis by simulation and classification with715

different theoretical assumptions about what the vowel-absent trajectory should look like.716

Here, we consider the predictions of Task D ynamics (Saltzman & Munhall, 1989) as im-717

plemented in the Task D ynamics A pplication (TA D A : Nam et al. 2004, 2012) . One prop-718

erty of this model is that articulators that are not under direct phonological control (i.e, by719
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a gesture, in the sense of A rticulatory Phonology: Browman & Goldstein 1986 et seq.) at720

a particular time are driven to a rest position by a neutral attractor. Because of the neutral721

attractor, there are conditions under which articulators will not necessarily follow the min-722

imal path between targets. Instead, articulators will return to a neutral position until they723

are brought under control by another gesture. To explore how TA D A predictions for the724

vowel-absent case might differ from linear interpolation for the items in our study, we ran725

a series of TA D A simulations.726

The first TA D A simulation compares [eFta] and [eFuda]. There are a number of manip-727

ulable parameters in TA D A , and variation in some of these parameter settings has been hy-728

pothesized to capture cross-language variation, i.e., language-specific phonetics (Iskarous729

et al., 2012). To minimize researcher degrees of freedom (Roettger, 2019), we used default730

TA D A gestural parameters whenever reasonable for Japanese. For the [eFta] vs. [eFuda]731

comparison, we used default parameters for [e], [f] for [F], [t], [d], and [a]. The only ges-732

ture that required manipulation to approximate Japanese-specific phonetics was [u]. The733

default [u] in TA D A produces a much longer vowel, 300 ms, than is typical in Japanese,734

and it produces a vowel with lip protrusion. To adapt the gesture parameter settings for735

Japanese [u], which is much shorter, ca. 50 ms (e.g. Shaw & K awahara 2019), and lacks736

lip protrusion (e.g. Vance 2008), we eliminated the lip protrusion gesture and shortened737

the activation duration of the tongue body gesture. The gesture parameter values for all738

simulations are provided in the supplementary materials.739

F igure 13 compares the trajectories for [eFta] and [eFuda] simulated by TA D A . The top740

panel shows the simulated waveform. The bottom three panels show kinematic trajectories741

in the vertical dimension for the tongue dorsum, tongue tip and lower lip. The tongue742

dorsum trajectory for [eFta] has a mid-level plateau for [e], in the temporal window from743

0 to 250 ms, and then falls to [a]. The tongue dorsum trajectory for [eFuda] starts with a744

similar plateau for [e] but then rises for [u]. The peak of the rise comes near the end of the745

voicing period for the vowel and remains rather high during the [d] before falling for [a].746

The data simulated with TA D A are qualitatively quite similar to our experimental data. For747

comparison with representative tokens from the experimental data, see F igure 3. For this748

particular case, our theory-neutral choice of linear interpolation for “vowel-absent” tokens749

is quite similar to the TA D A simulations, which also show a roughly linear trajectory. It750
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should be noted, however, that this linearity is not a general prediction of TA D A . It follows751

in part from the properties of our stimulus items. The progression of vowel height targets752

from mid, [e], to low, [a], does not involve a neutral attractor driving the tongue dorsum753

height away from the minimal path between these vowels. For items such as [eFta], there754

would be little difference between using linear interpolation between flanking vowels and755

using TA D A simulations, with default gesture parameters.756

F igure 13: TA D A simulations of [eFta] and [eFuda]

We now move on to [eSta] and [eSuda]. F igure 14 shows TA D A simulations of these757

items. The top two panels show simulation results with default gesture parameters for758

all segments except for [u], which used the same Japanese-specific parameters described759

above. O f relevance is that the default gestures for [S] include both a tongue body gesture760

and a tongue tip gesture. For Japanese, our materials were not designed to assess the761

presence/absence of a tongue body gesture for the fricative, [S], directly (see S5.5 for an762

indirect attempt). The Japanese fricative has different acoustic and articulatory properties763

from the English post-alveolar fricative, but it is unclear whether the difference is due764

to the tongue body gesture or to other aspects of fricative production, including a labial765

component, tongue-tip constriction area, or relative degree of tongue grooving. Because of766

this uncertainty, we also ran TA D A simulations with the fricative unspecified for a tongue767

body gesture. This result is shown in the bottom panel of F igure 14.768
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When [S] was simulated without a tongue body gesture, the difference in tongue dor-769

sum trajectories between [eSta] and [eSuda] is nearly identical to the difference found for770

[eFta] and [eFuda]. That is, the tongue dorsum height trajectory follows a roughly linear771

path from [e] to [a] in [eSta] but it rises for [eSuda] . However, when [S] is specified with772

a tongue body gesture, then we see a rise in the tongue dorsum height trajectory in [eSta],773

which disrupts the linearity of the transition from [e] to [a], even in the absence of [u].774

F igure 14: TA D A simulations of [eSta] and [eSuda] with (top row) and without (bottom
row) T B gesture.

The case of [S] specified with a tongue body gesture allows us to consider how using a775
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theory-specific alternative to the minimal path assumption might influence our results. If776

we used (a stochastic version of) the TA D A simulation trajectory for [eSta] and [eFta] as the777

basis for our Bayesian classification (instead of linear interpolation), we would introduce778

a bias in deletion likelihood towards the [S] environment over the [F] environment. This is779

because, to detect a vowel in the [F] environment, the trajectory would only have to rise780

above the linear trajectory in the TA D A simulation (F igure 13, [eFta] panel). However, to781

detect a vowel in the [S] environment, the trajectory would have to rise above not just the782

linear trajectory between vowels but also above the magnitude of the tongue body gesture783

for [S]. Deviations from minimal path would still be classified as deletion, if the magnitude784

of the deviation did not exceed the tongue body magnitude for [S]. In contrast, relative785

to using a TA D A baseline, if there actually is a tongue body gesture for [S], the minimal786

path method is biased towards finding more vowel deletion in the [F] environment than in787

the [S] environment. This is because increases in tongue body height, including those due788

to [S], will count as deviation from the minimal path, and push classification towards the789

vowel present case.790

Using the minimal path method, we observed significantly greater deletion in the [S]791

environment than in the [F] environment. If we had used a TA D A -baseline with a tongue792

body gesture for [S], this result would probably have been even stronger. On the other793

hand, if we had used a TA D A baseline without a tongue body gesture for [S], then there794

is really not much difference between the minimal path method and a TA D A baseline.795

However, we reiterate that the similarity between TA D A and minimal path is not a general796

result—it is particular to the materials that we selected for this experiment. A dditionally,797

the above conclusions are based on default gesture parameters (with the exception of [u]),798

which are appropriate for English, but might require fine-tuning in order to capture sys-799

tematic differences across languages. Generally, there may be conditions under which a800

minimal path baseline is inappropriate, or, at least, is inconsistent with the Task D ynamics801

framework, as implemented in TA D A .802

With the above caveats in place, we conclude that the finding of more deletion in the803

[S] environment than in the [F] environment is likely robust to variation in how we might804

simulate the vowel absent scenario. If there is indeed a tongue body gesture for [S], the805

minimal path method is biased against our finding, and yet it still emerged as statistically806
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significant.807

5.4 Tongue dorsum trajectories for voiced vowels808

In the last sub-section, we discussed how we simulated, for the purpose of classification,809

trajectories lacking a vowel target. The other relevant factor in classifying devoiced trajec-810

tories using our method is the trajectory of the corresponding voiced vowel. We defined a811

separate classifier for each combination of speaker and item. This allows us to incorporate812

any speaker-specific variation into the analysis. How a particular devoiced trajectory is813

classified depends both on the degree to which it deviates from the minimal path as well as814

the degree to which it deviates from the corresponding voiced vowel. Correspondence in815

this case is based on the materials—we selected near minimal pairs matched on as many816

relevant properties as possible. To facilitate appropriate generalization of our approach to817

new data, we discuss some possible non-obvious implications of using a local (by speaker,818

by item) baseline.819

To illustrate the importance of the local baseline, we zoom in on a small subset of820

the data, just the [F] environment tokens produced by Speaker 2. Recall that Speaker 2821

was one of the speakers that produced a particularly sharp bimodal distribution in vowel822

deletion probabilities and showed the predicted effect of consonant sequence (see F igure823

8). F igure 15 shows three panels summarizing tongue dorsum trajectories for Speaker824

2. The first panel shows the average tongue dorsum trajecory for voiced and devoiced825

tokens. This was generated by fitting an SSA N O VA , using the GSS package in R (Gu,826

2002), to the first 150 ms of each token. We choose 150 ms because it is the length of the827

smallest analysis window for this speaker. The SSA N O VA plot shows that, on average,828

the devoiced trajectories are flatter than for the voiced trajectories. Note that this was not829

the pattern for all speakers; Speaker 3, for example, showed very little difference between830

voiced and devoiced trajectories. The second panel breaks down the devoiced tokens by831

item. Looking across items, we see that [Fusagaru] seems to have the flattest trajectory.832

From this figure, we might erroneously suspect that [Fusagaru] has the highest probability833

of deletion. The third panel shows that this is absolutely not the case. In fact, for this834

speaker, [Fusagaru] has the lowest posterior probability of deletion of any [F]-tokens. This835
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might seem puzzling. Why does [Fusagaru] have a low probability of deletion, given its836

relatively linear trajectory?837

F igure 15: [F]-tokens for S2: (a) shows the average tongue dorsum height trajectory for
voiced and devoiced vowels; (b) breaks down the devoiced trajectories by item; (c) shows
posterior probability of vowel deletion by item.

The answer is in the patterning of the voiced vowel counterpart for the devoiced to-838

kens. F igure 16 plots [Fusagaru] along with its voiced vowel counterpart [Fuzakeru].839

The key observation is that the trajectory for [Fuzakeru], the voiced vowel counterpart to840

[Fusagaru] in our materials, also has a relatively flat trajectory. Because of this relatively841

flat baseline for the voiced vowel, the trajectory for [Fusagaru] does not have to depart842

very far from linearity to be classified as a vowel. The Speaker 2 voiced vowel baseline843

for [Futa] is quite different. A s show in the right side of F igure 16, the tongue dorsum rises844

substantially for [Fuda], which serves as the voiced vowel baseline for assessing target-845

lessness in [Futa]. G iven this baseline, a [Futa] token that shows only a minimal departure846

from linearity will still have a higher probability of linearity than of a full vowel.847
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F igure 16: S02 tongue dorsum trajectories for two dyads: the left panel shows [Fusagaru]
(devoiced) paired with [Fuzakeru] (voiced); the right panel shows [Futa] (devoiced) paired
with [Fuda] (voiced) .

The case above serves to illustrate the role of the speaker- and item- specific baseline848

in our analytical approach. In assessing whether a given speaker produces a vowel, we849

pursue a very targeted machine learning approach that factors speaker-specific productions850

of baseline words in the analysis.851

5.5 The effect of fricative place852

We now return to the effect that fricative place of articulation had on vowel deletion proba-853

bility. For starters, we explore an indirect test of whether [S] in Japanese has a tongue body854

gesture. A s illustrated through TA D A simulations (F igure 14), whether [S] in Japanese855

has a tongue body gesture or not is an important consideration in interpreting our results.856

When we simulated [S] without a tongue body gesture, then the tongue dorsum height857
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trajectory for [eFta] and [eSta] was very similar. A s an indirect test of whether Japanese858

[S] has a tongue body gesture, we compare the distribution of D C T coefficients for all859

voiced vowel tokens in our corpus. This includes all of the words with voiced vowels860

that served as item-specific baselines for the devoiced items in both [F]] and [S] environ-861

ments. F igure 17 compares the distributions. The distributions of all four D C T compo-862

nents are heavily overlapped. Independent t-tests (Welch’s two sample) show that differ-863

ences are not significant for the first three D C T components: 1 (t = � 1:11; p = 0:267),864

2 (t = � 0:406; p = 0:685), 3 (t = � 1:25; p = 0:214). Only the fourth D C T component,865

which explains only a small amount of variance in the trajectories (F igure 5), showed a866

significant difference (t = � 4:87; p < :001) across [F] and [S]. A lthough this result cannot867

be taken as conclusive evidence for the presence or absence of a tongue body gesture, it868

does indicate that the trajectories, as represented by D C T coefficients in our classification869

process, were quite similar across [F] and [S]. This is despite the fact that [F] and [S] tokens870

were not completely balanced for vowel sequences and other properties (e.g. word length,871

pitch accent placement, and vowel sequence).872
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F igure 17: D C T distributions

G iven the similarity of the D C T distribution of voiced vowel items across [S] and [F],873

the difference between [S]-initial items and [F]-initial items can be attributed to the tongue874

dorsum trajectory in the voiceless items. The trajectory of devoiced vowels is more likely875

to resemble a linear trajectory between flanking vowels when preceded by [S] than when876

preceded by [F]. This result is independent of consonant sequence, i.e., F F vs. FS.877

One possible explanation for the effect of fricative place on vowel deletion relates di-878

rectly to the goal of achieving vowel devoicing. While vowel devoicing does not serve a879

contrastive function, it does serve as a sociolinguistic marker of prestige in Tokyo Japanese880

(Imai, 2004), and there is evidence that it is under direct control, c.f., devoicing as a passive881

consequence of overlapping laryngeal gestures, as it may be in some cases of vowel de-882
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voicing in other languages (see Fujimoto 2015 and other references cited in introduction).883

One piece of support for the conclusion the devoicing is actively controlled in Japanese884

comes from the observation of laryngeal gestures associated with voiceless stops (Fuji-885

moto, 2015). When voiceless stops in Japanese precede voiced vowels, the peak opening886

of the laryngeal gesture is timed to occur around the release of the supralaryngeal con-887

striction, resulting in long-lag V OT. When a voiceless stops precedes a devoiced vowel,888

in contrast, the laryngeal gesture of the voiceless stop temporally aligns with the vowel889

midpoint and increases in magnitude substantially. In devoiced vowels, the laryngeal ab-890

duction is greater than two times the magnitude of a voiceless stop preceeding a voiced891

vowel. The shift in the timing and magnitude of the laryngeal gesture indicates a gesture892

reorganization that facilitates devoicing.893

In contrast to voiceless stops, which show substantial temporal variation between la-894

ryngeal and supra-laryngeal gestures, both in Japanese and in the world’s languages, the895

laryngeal and supra-laryngeal gestures of fricatives cannot be temporally displaced so eas-896

ily. This has consequences for the kinematics of devoicing. In fricative environments,897

devoicing is not achieved by adjusting the timing or magnitude of the glottal opening, at898

least not in Tokyo Japanese. Instead, the timing and magnitude of the laryngeal gestures899

for fricatives is similar when preceding both voiced and devoiced vowels (Fujimoto, 2015).900

This means that devoicing following fricatives is achieved in some other way.901

A s an acoustic description, high vowel devoicing following fricative environments can902

be characterized as a prolonging of the aperiodic energy of a fricative so that it extends903

across the lingual articulation of the vowel. A rticulatorily, maintenance of turbulent air-904

flow is facilitated by narrowing the vocal tract. A key difference between [S] and [F] is905

vocal tract width, i.e. cross-sectional area. Since [S] has a constriction in the vocal tract,906

it naturally conditions a narrow channel that facilitates prolonged turbulent airflow. This907

is not the case for [F]. Since there is no oral constriction, it is naturally more difficult to908

sustain turbulent airflow. Specifically, the amount of airflow needed to generate turbulence909

is a function of the width of the channel, so narrowing the channel means that turbulence910

can be achieved with less airflow.911

Raising the tongue dorsum for [u] narrows the vocal tract and therefore facilitates912

devoicing, when devoicing is generated from the prolongation of aperiodic energy. Such913
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facilitation is likely more helpful in the environment following [F] than in the environment914

following [S], since [S] already has a lingual constriction. Speakers may be less likely to915

delete [u] following [F] (compared with [S]) because deletion actually makes it harder to916

maintain devoicing.917

6 Conclusion918

Despite extensive past research on high vowel devoicing in Japanese, one issue that has919

remained open is whether the devoiced vowels are phonologically deleted or not. Follow-920

ing a previous study on this topic (Shaw & K awahara, 2018b), the current E M A -based921

experiment explored this question with an extended stimulus set, with a new hypothesis922

that surrounding consonantal environments may modulate the deletion probability. The923

current experiment replicated the core findings of Shaw & K awahara (2018b); there was924

a bimodal distribution in deletion probabilities for devoiced [u
⌃

], with one mode represent-925

ing vowels that fully retained their articulatory target and the other representing a linear926

tongue dorsum trajectory between flanking vowels.927

The lack of a tongue dorsum height target, if it is due to vowel deletion, will presum-928

ably have phonological consequences for the language, including, at least, syllabification929

and syllable-based phonological patterns, e.g. accent placement and truncation patterns930

(as reviewed in the introduction). However, such evidence has not yet been identified.931

This could be for a number of reasons. The vowel may be retained, even if it lacks a932

tongue dorsum height target, affecting the phonetics in other dimensions. Possibilities933

include duration, lip movements, and the relative timing of flanking gestures. A lterna-934

tively, the vowel may be deleted while higher level prosodic structure, including moras935

and syllables, are retained, a possibility explored in K awahara & Shaw (2018).936

A dditionally, the current experiment found an effect of fricative place of articulation937

on deletion probability—more deletion following [F] than [S]—and individual differences938

in sensitivity to surrounding consonantal environments. These results are of descriptive939

importance, as we still know very little about the factors that condition variable phonolog-940

ical deletion of devoiced vowels in Japanese or, for that matter, any other languages that941

exhibit vowel devoicing. The current results highlight the importance of examining such942
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behavior both within- and across- speakers, as sensitivity to phonological factors may also943

vary within a speech community.944
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